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I Run Naked Through the Woods

I run naked through the woods

and let cells' memories guide my
feet and my thoughts to past ages.

I know the snake's favorite place

beside the log and leap beyond.

I look back to see him slide

deep into his private muck
beneath. My spine chills with

snakish excitement and I run-

more naked than before.

The slash of a briar across my thigh

spurs me and leaves tiny trickles

that turn brown and flake away.

I run harder until my lungs ache

and sweat drips in my eyes and

stings my thighs.

I run naked right into the coolbrown

water of the river

and collapse there

in one big splash.

Rest there as the gentle

current drags at me and

tickles my body clean.

1 swim-

more naked than ever-

down stream

back to where my pile of clothes waits.

W. Abbot Easterlin



See The World

The sun creeps

Across the sky on its belly,

beneath it a decaying

carcus of pavement

rolling bicycles and hubcaps.

Odors propel the breeze

Echoing distant boat engine accelerations,

As dragon flies seduce

Lush manicured lawns

Grass extends to greet them.

Yard sprinklers chatter

Displays on aquatic hoses,

Like serpents in a garden

Secrete an artificial oasis

Revolving canopies of moisture.

Boundaries are implied:

Canals/telephone poles/

Pebble rooftops/ant hills/utility rooms/

School buses and backyard fences,

But the house is empty.

Neighborhood children playing

In a vacant lot discover

Fossil fragments in the sand.

Bare feet celebrate

The ancient reptile dance.

Whispers from sleep

Gently surface for air,

Shedding new skin in sacred

Distilled movements along

The sinuses of a tiny brain.

There; on the window screen

Always watching from the outside.

What could you tell making us wise?

See the world

Through lizard eyes.

Ron Garrett



There Are Only Stars in the Sky

1. I said I'd hook the moon
catch it, swish it on a string,

swing it to me.

I said I'd hang it on a string

tie it to the windowshade-pull

It would shine at night-

Father and mother said it couldn't

be done. The moon was too far.

2. Last night I saw the moon
tangled in our cherry tree

I went outside and

stood at the trunk.

It was still caught;

rays were dripping

off the leaves.

I swung myself onto

a branch, climbed until

it was only a few inches away.

I reached out and touched it.

Cold! Like ice; it stuck

to my fingers.

I unhooked it from the

twig where it was caught.

I couldn't get out of the tree.

I yelled for Daddy,

still holding the moon
no bigger than my palm

so bright I couldn't look at it.

3. As Daddy lifted me down,

the moon in my hand,

he cried.

Mother whispered that

it was a night for innocents.

Natalie Dolan



Morning

Then the morning sun peered through the blinds.

I wanted to send it away...

I woke to stare and watch you sleeping,

Smiling,

Thinking of the night before,

My heart's memories were still meshed into the night...

And as the sun came up,

I reflected upon the recent past,

Until,

We molded morning into its own memory.

Helen Passes

A Love Poem

There are dead bugs sticking

To the bottom of my feet,

And sleep in my eyes

'Cause I stayed up all night

Listening to you tap-dance on the ceiling

(Babe.)

Steve Harvey



Visions in a Hundred-Year-Old House

Years of half-heard voices

wrinkle into graying woodwork
saturated with scorching August bread scents-

bread she kneaded with child-weathered hands,

hands that gave and gave

and came back too many times empty,

curling into white-knuckled fists,

burrowing into the dough,

seeking its familiar solace.

A young boy

sits on the worn wooden stairway

pulling on the flap of torn leather

on the toe of last year's boot,

half listening to his father's reproaching,

caught up within the swelling in his throat,

fighting the urge to hear his boot

sound against the stairway in defiance,

hating the slow tense passing

of each taunting minute.

The man moves to the window,

his eyes wander across the patterns plowed into the field-

distorted by the beveled glass.

The soft steady beating of a door in the wind

catches in his mind-

her softness is beneath him,

a half-child

wrapped in his slow, steady rocking,

fearing the form which looms above her.

He turns from the window and stares at her,

watching the beads of sweat

flow between the wrinkles on her mouth.

Taking his hat,

he quietly leaves-

the door swings behind him,

beating its incessant rhythm

into the blanching sun.

Laurie Scull



Winter is Very Sexual

it is hard to remember the winter

when spring covers the scars on the land

it's hard to remember the trees

naked and shivering

(quivering--god not quivering;

too sexual; trees are never sexual;

and naked and quivering;

can you imagine:

naked and quivering,

winter would be like true confessions)

cold

(but not frigid,

god not frigid;

winter would be venturing on

masters and Johnson)

(on;

on; my god

how suggestive)

like a trusting nun

(winter is not a nun;

winter is not sterile;

winter is a 40 year old married-for-20-yrs painted woman
waiting for a green gigolo to take her down;

she knows what she's doing,

and what she's doing is very sexual,

and she's the only reason spring even comes).

Heidi E. Hirschman



Forgiving Under Light

The sun sifts out the colors

1 pick them up.

The ducks duck and I walk

Back up the hill.

Breathing is an art

That sometimes dies.

Margaret Melvin

Carnal Knowledge

My parents did it six times

five times for us

and once for practice.

This much I knew about fucking

that day it dawned on me
•exactly what had to go where.

Daniel S. Nicholson







Nuclear Energy

i used to count christmas lights

as we, a nuclear family

drove to Queens

counting numbers longer

and longer to recite

until houses gave way

to apartments with windows

too many too close to count

and i used to keep track

records of who ignited

nonfestive arguments

battles louder and louder

in tempo until i saw

that we, a nuclear family

exploded into neon rages

too many too close to count

Carol Solow



Baby

"One centimeter left of nine months"

baby setting right down on the hole

working big time on wanting out

a mothers wanting, woman working

waves keep crashing on a waiting shore

ebb and tide with strain and free stride

the calm is full of mounting, mounting

water pushing damn was holding

bending water pushing wave

pushes free the water

warm it's coming

but the bone and parineum play sling-shop

with a shiney blue and black head

and this wall holds for what might as well be days

a child on hold

words of encouragement cannot bend the bond

holding this child

a mothers wanting, woman working

a caring man opens the gate with clean strokes

her skin parts in the wake of a child

needing to be of this world

a head impossibly big turns upwards upon entering the room
hands carefully touch and hearts reach out

a baby lies next to wet skin

Loving silence

is broken by the quiet crack

of air touching lungs for the first time.

Daniel S. Nicholson



Big Brother

There's a pain inside of me
Now, a big fat ugly pain

That won't even cry because

He can't.

He tries to sleep

But he can't.

He's sloppy and made
Fun of.

He's tone deaf

And he doesn't know
The meanings of words.

Constantly, he looks

In the dictionary.

He walks to and from the buildings

And tries not to pay attention

To other little pains

That sometimes trap him.

They sneak around the corner.

They throw snowballs at him.

They rearrange his papers

And laugh and point their

Stubby fingers.

But when all the little pains

Go home, This big pain is left

Alone. Sometimes he goes to

The all-night donut shop. Other times

He sits in front of the big T.V.

And eats Cheetos and wonders why
All the little pains make him

Such a bigger pain.

Margaret Melvin



Waiting Thirty Years for the Hairdresser

hair has grown

to my toenails, weaved its trail

through brain across face

wrapped neck and waist

closed hips, legs, knees

trips any walk-

it has snaked me to a tree

but no laurel, not Daphne.

snaked? Was a ring

the boy gave as he rolled

away, journeyed far

begged that the hair grow

till he grew home
wrapped a silver snake about my hand,

a kiss across the cheek, for a while

letters passed the ocean.

but it has grown long now,

across the gate the sun

does not filter the brown masses

snaked me. I sat so still at table

and hid within my forest

and ventured out a tongue when all

else had gone too dry.

"Child, you're thin, hair's a tangle,

hear you crying at night."

Grandmother would stand near enough,

1 could hear the staccato denture click.

"Waiting for that boy, only

break your heart.

Not age enough in you, to be tearfull so soon."

My sisters had forsaken with a laugh

and sterner disciplines—

they kept dreams hidden below short hair.

stopped moving soon,

saw no one.

rolled up the years like a carpet

rolled down hair like a blanket.

soon entwined to forget

to twist about my fingers

the end of a curl he

might have touched, sang myself

some lullabyes, let myself

grow-to a nothing

a forgotten hedge stangled by honeysuckle.

"Man who is gone, come.

Take this weight from top,

cut it away and 1 will stand bare

before you still. Man, if you be man,

1 would go far to find

and farther still to return." Janice Lynch



Bach Through a Classroom Floor

(for Beth and Mel and William Carlos Williams)

a hidden organ

pumps bricks of chords

into the slipping afternoon:

while this bachish thunderstorm

marches ranked in mahagony,

all the silver cathedrals

and sky-caught bank buildings

swaying feverishly with the rhythm

of the panting pipes

heaving Johann

the sidewalks waltz with a creamy violence

the fire hydrants tipper their toes in earnest

the lampposts pirouette with the spinspeed of a tornado

in this asphalt anarchy

sweat drips from windows

and cash registers and

sewers and

mailboxes.

i must tell you:

this is what makes the city smell so:

bach.

Heidi E. Hirschman



I have taken a dark lover

Full these evenings as the moon.

This man is the rhythm

Of gravity, gathering force and flow

In the water that is woman.

He is shadow against shadow.

Outline of line--

Tree to sky to shadow.

He is fluid as ocean

Eyes, a reef of black coral.

This man searches and probes.

I have taken a dark lover

While women wail with worry.

Admonishments of angry fear,

They huddle in nights--

What may not appear in light.

So I touch his darkness-

We are ashes and dusk

Ashes and dusk

Sight orange as sunset,

This dark dream and me.

Janice Lynch



Beyond My Insolence Within

Take a walk through the woods

to get home to my heart.

Nowhere am 1 sure

as I am with trees.

A thicket of thorns

encloses my castle,

A moat of blue water within.

I have closed myself off

with my own wicked curse

And blamed the damned stepmother,

my father's own kin.

She is a gift to me
and stays on for his reasons

beyond my insolence within.

1 am sleeping, dormant in my soul.

and my blood runs orange

instead of red.

On days the sun shines

I want to live,

But the thicket keeps me within.

Though 1 have grown

briars of strength

and fish with teeth

I cannot control them.

I like my father, keep things

for nobel reasons

beyond my insolence within.

Each day I go to the Earth Mother

and offer myself,

And each day I am rejected again.

She refuses me help and keeps

my blood cold

though 1 beg for this death,

a squeeze on my heart

and a burst of the red

blood held within.

Like my father and myself

She keeps things for nobel reasons

beyond my insolence within

In this we are one,

A holy trinity of love;

And we cling to each other with grief,

destroying ourselves and killing the others.

My hope is without

for the break in this chain.

Sleeping Beauty is my tale

and a prince will bring its end.

Mary K. Covington
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